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INDUSTRIAL AND IT NETWORK SECURITY



OTaccess™ is the only real-time secure remote access solution designed specifically for OT networks and assets. It 
offers granular access control, with far more precision than conventional VPNs, enabling customized control per 
protocol, per user activity, and per seat, with continuous monitoring and enforcement for the duration of every 
session. It enforces a logical "line of sight" protection model, where operators have assurance that people can only 
touch what they can see across their connection, and absolutely nothing else. It's available as an on-premise solution, 
or via a hosted cloud model, and is often used as a central control around third party vendor risk management.
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Most industrial VPNs do not provide enough granularity

Other VPNs create a secure tunnel to the OT network, but do not have the ability to limit remote use actions after login

Other VPNs cannot apply further security restrictions once access is granted
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OTaccess permits highly granular and configurable protocol and policy support by individual published service.

Available services and policies 

Native Policy Controls

FINS Modbus OPCUA S7 SLMP RDP Ethernet
IP

VNC HTTP/S sftp ssh telnet
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OTaccess secure remote access was designed by automation engineers to provide:

Hosted version uses customer-dedicated AWS cloud instance for authentication and policy enforcement

Onsite version uses standard 1U industrial server with separate management and administration interfaces

Guided creation of highly granular access policies — i.e. Endpoint + user + time + duration

Easy deployment and configuration compared to standard VPN

Easy integration into tightly controlled OT environments

Enforceable 3rd party vendor risk management
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